Vertical Market

Cutting through the noise
and doing business smarter for

Agriculture

Itec provides outlying agricultural locations with high-speed
internet connectivity that enables them to connect with their
head office or cloud-based systems. Even in very remote regions,
existing customers report a vast improvement on their previous
satellite or open spectrum solutions.

REQUIREMENTS

ITEC’S SOLUTION

RELIABLE, HIGH-SPEED
BANDWIDTH

REMOTE ROLL-OUT OF
HIGH-SPEED CONNECTIVITY

The agricultural industry often faces connectivity challenges as the
facilities are based in outlying areas. They require fast connection speed
to link up to their Head Office or cloud-based solution such as SAP,
Pastel or Office 365. Traditionally, these locations would connect via
open spectrum access or satellite, but neither of these options offer the
required bandwidth.

Itec customises a solution per location from a range of options from our
connectivity service providers. We provide high-speed connectivity even
in very remote regions. A number of our existing customers have given
excellent feedback on the solution, compared to what they had before.
Itec provides high-speed, dedicated access backed by a SLA which
ensures uptime and availability on the link. This successfully addresses
one of the main concerns of customers in this industry, who have
traditionally had unreliable connectivity.

AGRICULTURE SOLUTIONS
RELIABLE, HIGH-SPEED CONNECTIVITY
In the agricultural sector, there is a consistent, urgent need
for reliable internet connectivity that matches the bandwidth
requirements of the systems they are running.
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ITEC
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SERVICES

Agriculture
Itec Communications Solution

COUNTRY BIRD HOLDINGS

SOFTWARE AND SOLUTIONS

This customer is the biggest supplier of chicken to KFC and Chicken
Licken. Itec is currently managing their 14-site MPLS that stretches
across the country over seven provinces. Their farms are in very
remote locations, but we have been able to provide high-speed
connectivity to all sites to run their voice, hosted PBX, and all their
data requirements.

PRINT DIRECTOR
PD tracks printing per user, providing them with print-release
authentication, ensuring sensitive information is printed securely.

• Voice and Data Connectivity (fibre, microwave, LTE)
• IP65-rated Equipment: Robust, -25 deg operating, moisture and
dust proof
• Wireless Infrastructure: Robust WiFi, DECT, GSM and leakyfeeder-systems
• Cloud Storage and Management: centralised infrastructure,
always available – secure, compliant, business continuity, resilient,
redundant and disaster recoverable
• Integration and Automation: Integration into back-end systems
(i.e. CRM/ERP…) to automate & ‘enhanced efficient’ business
processes
• Cost Management and Reduction: Avoid ‘double data’ and reduce
business expenditure (voice, data, travel)
• Connected workforce with simplified (ease-of-use) electronic
communications (voice, video, content, instant messaging,
conferencing)

POD WORKFLOW
Itec offers a solution to ensure that Invoices are matched to POD’s.
This shows all invoices generated in the accounting system that are
missing POD’s, thereby keeping track of debtors.
SUPPLIER PAYMENT WORKFLOW
Customers can keep track of supplier payments and ensure
accountability within users, from receiving a supplier quote, up until
payment.

CURRENT AND PROPOSED CUSTOMERS
VKB Chicken Abattoir
Orange River Wines
Afgri
Senwes

• ‘Future-proof ’ Investments: OPX vs CPX, defined TCO & ROI
(SaaS, UCaaS)
• Maintenance and Support: National footprint, centralised CSOC
(centralised service operations center) – one contact, one invoice

WHY ITEC?
• A leading provider of comprehensive security solutions
across the business ecosystem.
• Walks the journey with you - no box dropping!
• Experienced in security deployments for small and large
businesses.
• Effective and fast deployment using the best in cloud and
on-premise technologies.
• Focused on operational requirements, so you can get back
to growing your business.
• Expert integrator of devices and services, including
the securing of office equipment such as multi-function
printers.
• Highly capable of driving credential-based security, ensuring
your people have what they need without sacrificing
security.
• Partnered with leading security vendors and platforms.

